
INTRODUCTION TO SMART PILL BOX NURSING ESSAY

Remembering to take your pills can be difficult at any age. Taking incorrect doses of important medications, not taking
them at the right ti.

But pull offing your medical specialties does non hold to be hard or complicated. Currently, we didn't have the
back light adjustment feature in our circuit. Additionally, It could only remind the user to take pills once a day.
Therefore, the idea to make a smart pillbox that would help people like my grandparents came to my mind.
Many person don't even know the purpose of the medication or the results of not taking it as recommended.
There was a study by American Society of Health System Pharmacists that most of senior people take mean 8
to 10 medical specialties daily for different intent. In the future, we will add this feature to our device so that
the user can dim the backlight during certain circumstances. Taking incorrect doses of important medications,
not taking them at the right time - or even worse, skipping them totally - can leave you not sense up to par, and
can affect your overall health. And the rest seven pins from the microcontroller are used to send binary outputs
to control the seven segment led display one at a time. We used port A for outputting numbers on led displays;
port B for controlling the switches and speaker module; port C for the LCD module; and Port D for keypad.
However, after we soldered the first prototype citcuits with all seven led displays on it, we found the last three
led displays were always much dimmer than the rest led displays. To remain off from infirmaries and remain
better wellness in twenty-four hours today life both prescription and OTC medical specialties should be taken
harmonizing to instructions if single fail to make so there is high possibility of holding drug interactions and
terrible side effects which invites some new wellness issue. Nursing Remembering to take your pills can be
difficult at any years. Figure 1: High-level block diagram There are five major components for our device,
including a pill box containing seven separate small boxes; a speaker module; a 3x4 keypad; an Atmel p
microcontroller; seven segment LED display 7 units ; and a 2x16 characters LCD screen. Other states in the
machine do not have specific function but debounce. Smart Pill box SPB is a really simple to utilize device to
better medicine conformity. He or she can also specify the different combinations of pill boxes to be open for
each day. We designed a circuits that allows us to use only 10 pins of the microcontroller to control all seven
units of these led displays See figure below. He or she can also specify the different combinations of pill boxes
to be open for each day. It will run every 4 milliseconds when the system running at triggered state. It is really
a large challenge for them at such a age as old people forget to take medical specialty on clip and because of
these their occur several different jobs and besides sometimes hospitalization or decease. Each box has a seven
segment led dispaly placed on the box. However, if we need to add more features or add more sub-boxes, this
control mechanism of led displays is definitely inefficient. The optimal power and current for the led backlight
is 4.


